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Introduction
Lanternbound uses game phases to blend survival horror elements with tower defense

structures. This creates a tense atmosphere in which the player must manage both limited

resources and time, both in the gathering phase, and in the onslaught phase as they run around

frantically trying to keep their base’s most important defenses functioning, all while uncertain

whether it will see the next dawn.

Evaluation criteria

Features will be given one overall risk rating of Low, Medium, or High, based on their complexity

and time required, both in isolation and in context when interacting with other features. For

example, a feature with Low complexity and High time requirement would be Medium risk.

Similarly, a feature with Low individual risk with many important features relying on it may be

upgraded to Medium or High risk due to the extra safety and testing needed.
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Delivery platform
Lanternbound’s initial target is Windows with keyboard and mouse. Unity’s InputSystem makes

adding new devices very straightforward, so future controller support is highly likely.

Desktop

Risk: Medium
While the programmer has plenty of experience developing for desktop, the InputSystem is still

comparatively new and as such lacks documentation for less-used features. This may make

onboarding for new programmers difficult, especially if they are not familiar with the functional

programming style.

Console

Risk: Medium
An updated control scheme can easily be based on existing standards set by first person

shooters. However, the risk comes from a combination of lack of experience within the team and

the tighter limits set by hardware, requiring more optimization. Unity and C# are more stable, but

not as fast as lower-level technologies such as Unreal/C++. Switching would require a full

rewrite.

Mobile

Risk: High
While sharing the hardware limitations of console development, mobile development would

require much more work to get production-ready controls for building and movement.

Additionally, small screens may be too cluttered, interfering with the sweet spot of restricted

information required for effective horror.
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Development environment and process
This project uses Unity, specifically version 2020.3.2f1. This is primarily for its ease of rapid

prototyping. The InputSystem package allows for simple setup and runtime interactive

rebinding, as well as binding functions to events, but may pose a potential risk to programmers

not familiar with functional style architecture. Cinemachine simplifies camera control, and also

allows for taking control in cases like scripted cutscenes. Finally, the Postprocessing Stack

allows for environmental effects like depth fog and vignette, while its data oriented design allows

for easy tuning by designers and artists.

Version control

For source control, the project is tracked on Git with a central repository on Redmine.

Workflow

The typical workflow for Git looks like this. Commands in white-on-black are for Git Bash.

1. Check out feature branch of choice: git checkout <feature name>

a. If no suitable branch exists, check out the closest option and branch off that with:

git branch <feature name>

2. Make sure your version is up to date: git pull

3. Do work, import into Unity, etc

4. Stage work, preferably only the Assets folder: git add .

5. Make a commit: git commit

6. Upload your work: git push

a. If you created a new branch, you will have to instead do:

git push -u origin <feature name>

7. If your work is done and stable, request a merge in the Mattermost channel.
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Branching model

The branching model prefers short-lived feature branches, sometimes with sub-branches.

Merges should always be performed in reverse order to minimize conflicts (see the diagram

below), and should always use the --no-ff option to preserve topology. Merges between

unrelated minor feature branches are generally discouraged, but would be preferable to working

on develop.
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General feature pipeline

Gameplay logical flow diagram
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Game mechanics and systems
Many of the systems listed here use API classes for ease of use and safety. This is especially

true for backend systems where correct state must be maintained across multiple objects at

once. These API classes are documented in-code, as the information which can be provided

with that format is far more specific and probably more useful. They have been linked where

appropriate.

Player movement

Risk: Low

Lanternbound uses a first-person camera, so the player controller needs both an aim

component as well as a movement component that allows for walking and jumping. Ground

checks are done through a configurable raycast at the player’s feet.

Current plans do not include movement abilities, but if this changes the existing system will

likely have to be scrapped. As such this system should be considered temporary until further

notice, and kept minimally complex. To this end, the current system simply sets velocity for

horizontal motion and uses Cinemachine for the camera.

Interact system

Risk: Low to Medium

While many features such as maintenance, demolishing, and refueling rely on this system, its

complexity is largely lifecycle and callback management. In particular this poses a risk for

programmers unfamiliar with functional style programming. The current system supports

multiple interact options, icons, tooltips, and to some extent conditional interaction.
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Objects that should be interacted with must implement IInteractable. This is defined as an

interface, allowing for a primitive form of multiple inheritance. If it is within the range and angle

of an Interactor, the menu displaying options will be spawned and filled out. Note: This menu

only fills out its contents when first created, not every frame.

The interaction system communicates primarily using InteractActions, a small data structure

containing information about display icon, display text, what code to run (as a UnityEvent), and

keybinds. Some IInteractables may define an action that appears to run nothing, but that binds

an action while running. This is especially useful if parameters change, such as the Demolish

Action needing a PlayerInventory to refund building materials to.

Event system

Risk: High

The event system powers many of the game’s other systems, and is intended to be

straightforward to use yet flexible. The EventAPI class aims to further simplify interactions.

To accomplish this goal, much complexity is hidden away in internal classes such as EventBus,

Handle, or StaticHandlerCache. Other systems are heavily dependent on this system, making

any bugs potentially appear elsewhere in multiple others. Similarly, between 2 to 20 events are

expected every frame, making performance also critical.

Handling events
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There are two types of events. Queries can have their properties modified, and are intended for

tasks such as counting damage. Messages cannot be modified, but can instead be canceled,

suppressing the effects they would otherwise have.

For example, an item that boosts fire damage by 20% would listen for a DamageEvent, and if

the damage type is fire, multiply the damage by 1.2. An ability that grants CC immunity might

listen for a CrowdControlMessage and cancel it, preventing it from being applied.

Events are sent to methods with [QueryHandler] and [MessageHandler] annotations, that return

void and take only a Query or Message. For more advanced event handling, scripts can

dynamically add or remove listeners through EventAPI.

Note: MonoBehaviours that receive events should inherit from ScopedListener, which

automatically manages registration. Events will only be sent if the target MonoBehaviour is

enabled. You can also inherit from IListener and manually register handler functions.

Firing events

For programming frontend features, events should almost never be touched directly, and should

usually be done through the relevant system’s API class. For example, CombatAPI.Heal() sends

out a HealQuery, the numbers become read-only in the HealMessage, and then healing is

applied only if not canceled.

If need be, both queries and messages can be sent to the EventBus using Dispatch(). Queries

are intended as lightweight and are guaranteed to have reached all listeners once Dispatch()

completes. Messages are buffered so multiple messages can be chained, such as a

DamageMessage triggering a DeathQuery and DeathMessage.

Grid system

Risk: Medium

Due to the open world elements, a grid system is critical to both building and enemy pathfinding.

This system would otherwise be High risk, but the GridAPI class drastically reduces the

complexity of interacting with this system, and entirely removes the need for the confusing

“get-modify-set” idiom associated with structs.
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Each cell of the grid tracks its position, the structure(s) built within it, and whether or not

structures can be built or demolished, and whether AI can path through it. Default cell flags are

Pathfindable and Buildable, and PlayerDestroyable. They are also marked dirty, but are

refreshed by the end of the frame.

In-world debugging gizmos for grid. This can be toggled from the Gizmos dropdown,

or by collapsing the World Grid component.

This system’s accuracy and speed are paramount. Care must be taken when writing code and

designing data structures, and tests may have to be written as well. To reduce memory impact,

the world is broken down into chunks which are only created and saved if they hold modified

data. To reduce CPU impact, the grid is updated only when necessary. Dirty flags exist at global,

chunk, and cell level. Marking a cell as dirty causes it to refresh using a GridCellContentsQuery

at the end of the current frame.

A grid system is necessary here to support building and AI pathing.

- Breaking or placing structures would require updates. Updating a traditional NavMesh is

far too expensive to perform while the game is running.

- Intersect tests to see if an object can be placed often results in unreliable, frustrating

experiences for players. Free build is not a good option.

- Structures of variable proportions are somewhat difficult both from programming and art.
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Pathfinding on a grid is a well documented subject that can easily be accelerated. In future, this

system would also have separate data and dirty flags for flow fields, and would also use a work

queue to update the flow field over multiple frames.

Structures and building

Risk: Low to Medium

Building structures is managed through the Build Menu script, which exists attached to the UI

rather than the player. This makes transferring between scenes more easy, and also allows for

the removal of the ability to build by disabling/destroying the build menu.

Some structures can be built and demolished,

some can only be destroyed by enemies.

Structures inherit from StructureBase, which automatically gives them combat capability, event

listening, interactability, and not least automatic updating of the grid cell they occupy. Currently

structures can only occupy only one grid cell, but should multicell structures be needed, this can

be expanded on by responding to additional GridCellContentsQuery events.

Under most circumstances, scripts should inherit from a child of StructureBase:

- StructureRepairableBase: Adds the option to repair on interact, plus a couple related

functions.

- StructureDemolishableBase: In addition to repairing, adds the option to demolish on

interact.

- StructureTurretBase: Adds a targeting system, as well as repair and demolish options.

- StructureLanternBase: Adds the option to refuel the player’s carried lantern.
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Combat system

Risk: Medium

The combat system should always be interacted with through CombatAPI, which includes

common functions such as Hit, Heal, and Kill.

As with the grid system, care must be taken to ensure this system (and its subsystems) are

functioning as intended. All combat-related objects must take care to clean up after themselves,

removing themselves from targeting lists and event listeners.

While most of the combat system can be generalized as CombatantEntity, the combat system is

written in subject-verb-object grammar:

- ICombatEffects apply damage, knockback, healing, and status effects.

- An ICombatTarget is capable of receiving at least one effect listed above.

- The ICombatAffector is capable of acting and affecting other objects.

For example, a flamethrower trap would be an ICombatAffector, the cone of damage would be

an ICombatEffect, and the player who triggered it would be an ICombatTarget. Mostly

ICombatTarget will overlap with ICombatAffector, in which case CombatantEntity implements all

basic functions and a couple more.

The current subsystems are Health and Alignment/Sentiment. Health is the more straightforward

of the two, requiring only that a death animation be played and the object be destroyed when
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reaching zero. Sentiment is more complex due to the needs of object classification–if attackers

are instructed to attack anything with Player alignment, they will eat through the player’s base

instead of going straight for the lantern.

AI systems

All AI subsystems are stored in an AICentralHost object. This allows all subsystems to be linked

in one place. It also has a small state machine and handles changes between Approach and

Attack mode.

Status effects pose a significant risk, since they would require both a uniform stat block and an

associated QueryEvent. Pathfinding poses a major risk, as mentioned above in the grid system.

Steering subsystem

Risk: Medium

While this system is very complex, it is also one of the easiest to understand since it is

inherently physical. This is aided by the preview window (pictured below) for everything that

provides information to the context map, added automatically.

Preview window for context map steering.

The simplest, most fundamental layer of the steering system is the AISteeringHost itself, which

handles moving and turning (in angle-speed, not X-Y coordinates). It has a slot for an

AISteeringProvider, which tells the host its target speed and how to turn.
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The next layer is the context map, a type of steering provider. It evaluates a number of

directions, determining how preferable (or horrible) each option is and then picks the best value.

I highly recommend the first 5 minutes of Game Endeavor’s video on implementing this in an

RPG since it is a very similar approach.

The context map gets its values from IContextProviders. These are simple instructions such as

avoid obstacles, keep current heading, move randomly, or seek the current target. These can be

weighted and shaped, and often can be blended based on distance.

Targeting subsystem

Risk: Medium

Most of the common code targeting relies on is already handled by Combatant’s Sentiment

subsystem. However, this system is medium risk because both turrets and enemies rely on it,

and both require a certain amount of tunability. Furthermore, unlike the steering system, the

tuning method is somewhat abstract, even with in-scene readouts.

Debugging for the targeting system, showing the Rational score, Frustration score,

and Perceived score for the given targets, as well as the most desirable target.

The AITargetingHost takes all tagged objects in the scene, selects those that are hostile, then

filters out those that are out of range. It then asks its other components for values representing

how favorable attacking a certain target should be, then chooses the highest as its main target.
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Frustration subsystem

Risk: Low

Frustration is the fallback if players decide to bunker. If the agent finds itself stuck, it will begin to

strongly prefer nearby objects, bashing its way inside. However it has hard-to-debug

interactions with existing systems, potentially even causing the same problems this system was

made to remedy. It will likely be removed or replaced in future versions.
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